
Cookie Policy

Cookies

The manager who collects data about visitors to this site is “Nordic Tyre Group” AB, 559203-6700

(“NTG”).

E-mail: info@nordictyregroup.com

By visiting the nordictyregroup.com website, the visitor consents to the storage of cookies on the

website visitor's device (computer or other device, such as a mobile phone or tablet) and their

further use in accordance with this Cookie Policy.

The nordictyregroup.com website uses cookies. A cookie is information (a small text file) that a

website places on a visitor's device when it visits a website.

nordictyregroup.com uses session cookies. Session cookies are temporary and do not remain when

you leave the website or close your web browser. Session cookies are used to enable certain features

of the website.

nordictyregroup.com uses technical and functional cookies. Technical cookies help display the

content of the website and mobile application on your device, determine device location for weather

and local news and promotion categorization. Technical cookies provide the functionality of the

website and the mobile application, so it is not possible to opt out of them. Technical cookies do not

in any way compromise the website visitor's device. Functional cookies are designed to improve the

functionality of the website and mobile application, make it convenient and efficient for you to use,

so it is impossible to give them up.

The storage of personal data is performed if the visitor registers himself or herself as a customer of

this website. It is assumed that visitors to nordictyregroup.com have agreed to the use of cookies if

their browser is set to accept cookies. If a visitor chooses not to accept cookies, this will restrict the

use of the features available on the website.

A website visitor can choose whether or not the browser accepts cookies at any time. The visitor

makes settings in their browser to disable or enable them automatically, or to notify the visitor each

time.

In addition, this Site Manager uses Google Analytics, which allows the Site Manager to analyze how

visitors use the Site. You can learn more about how Google Analytics works at Google at

https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/1012034?hl=en&&ff_topic=6157 800 published

information. A site visitor can stop collecting their data from Google Analytics at any time, as

described here: https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout/

Unless otherwise stated, cookies are stored until the action for which they were collected is

performed, and then they are deleted.

The controller confirms that cookies and personal data will be collected, processed and stored in

accordance with the requirements of the regulatory enactments of the European Union, including

the Personal Data Protection Regulation No. of 27 April 2016 of the European Parliament and the

Council of the EU. 2016/679

The administrator of nordictyregroup.com reserves the right to change this Cookie Policy at any time

and without prior notice. It is the responsibility of the website visitor to check the content of this

page regularly for changes to the Cookie Policy.


